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P R E F A C E 
In preparation of 'A historical survey of botanical epidemiology' (ZADOKS & 
KOSTER, 1976) the older phytopathological literature was searched and several 
interesting papers were unearthed. Among these, DUHAMEL'S (1728) 'Physical 
explanation' appeared to be a real classic. According to my knowledge, it is the 
first published experimental study of a plant disease. In many respects, this study 
stands up to modern criticism, even though fresh and uncontaminated soil had to 
be used instead of sterilized soil for the simple reason that sterilization had not 
yet been invented. 
DuHamel's research is absolutely modern with respect to the methodology 
applied and the remedies indicated. He is probably the first scientist to realize 
that a plant disease is caused by a fungus, his 'contagious' plant, which is a 
parasite feeding on its host. He demonstrated that his 'parasitic plant' could 
multiply, and thus was an independent living entity. He recommended among 
other things heat treatment by means of direct sunshine, and he hinted at 
biological control. The freshness of DuHamel's approach has hardly been 
appreciated by later plant pathologists. Few of the great classical authors 
(FABRICIUS, 1774; PLENCK, 1794; MEYEN, 1841) quote DuHamel. KÜHN (1858) 
discussed the Safrantodbut, writing for farmers, he mentioned no authors. Some 
recent French authors acknowledge his existence (e.g. VIENNOT-BOURGIN, 1949). 
In view of the historical importance of DuHamel's paper on crocus 'death' the 
decision to translate, annotate, and republish the paper was an easy one. The 
translation was made in 1974, in planes travelling the skies of Latin America. The 
translation keeps as close to the French original as possible, attempting at the 
same time to be compatible with the English eye and ear. Dr. Richard D. Schein, 
Professor of Plant Pathology at the Pennsylvania State University, corrected the 
English translation, carefully following the original text. Dr. H. C. D. de Wit, 
Professor of Plant Taxonomy at the Wageningen Agricultural University, kindly 
solved my problems in plant identification. 
Thanks are due to the editors of the 'Mededelingen van de 
Landbouwhogeschool' who accepted the manuscript, which had travelled over-
many desks, without further comment. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 
THE MAN 
Henry-Louis DuHamel du Monceau was born in Paris in the year 1700, and 
died in Paris on August 23rd, 1782. Duhamel, Hamel, du Hamel or Monceau, his 
name was written in various ways, belonged to the landed gentry of France. He 
was the wealthy seigneur of the estate of Denainvilliers in the pays then called 
Gastinois and now Gâtinais, some 100 km south of Paris. 
DuHamel studied in Paris at Harcourt College. Making little progress, in part 
because the natural sciences were poorly taught, he decided to take courses in the 
sciences at the King's Garden. According to EKLUND (1971), on whom I rely 
mostly for these biographical notes, this story is exaggerated for effect. While 
attending lectures at the King's Garden around 1720, DuHamel became ac-
quainted with established as well as young and promising, French scientists 
including the botanist Bernard de Jussieu. 
The Royal Academy of Science asked DuHamel, a non-member, to inves-
tigate a disease destroying the saffron plant in the Gâtinais. DuHamel, coming 
from that district and possibly knowing about the problem from his own 
tenants, was highly motivated. He consulted the literature and soon concluded 
that his references were of no avail. The growers could not give DuHamel any 
useful information. They are used to seeing miracles and do not pay attention to 
them, he sneered. So, DuHamel sat down to investigate for himself the effects 
and causes of the disease. 
DuHamel's research report was read to the Royal Academy of Sciences on 
April 7th, 1728, and published in the same year. The paper was well received and 
led to his election as assistant chemist (adjoint chimiste) and as a member of the 
Academy in that same year. In 1730, DuHamel was made associate botanist 
(associé botaniste) of the academy, in recognition of his knowledge of botany. In 
1732, he received an appointment as general inspector of the navy, with the 
specific duty to assure the quality of the timber used by the French navy. 
However, his major interest was in agriculture. He contributed much to the 
modernization of French agriculture by advocating the ideas of Jethro Tull, laid 
down in 'Horse-hoeing Husbandry', 1733, and adapting these ideas to French 
conditions. 
DuHamel stayed bachelor, dividing his time between Paris and Denainvilliers, 
and devoted his life to work. His brother managed the estate and the family 
fortune and also carried out many of DuHamel's agricultural projects and 
experiments. Many of DuHamel's writings were technical rather than scientific. 
They were so much appreciated that he received honours from over a dozen 
learned societies. Several of his works have been translated into Dutch, English, 
German, Italian and Spanish. 
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THE LOCAL SETTING 
DuHamel's estate was in the pays called the Gâtinais, an old district, some 100 
km south of Paris, traversed by the river Loing, south of the area called the Brie, 
enclosed by the valleys of the Loire, Yonne, and Seine. The central town is 
Montargis. The area lies at low altitude, is relatively flat, and'Consists largely of 
impermeable clay soils. The unhealthy marshy area with many shallow ponds 
has been reclaimed since DuHamel's time. The area was very poor. One of the 
few cash crops produced was the saffron crocus, Crocus sativus L., which flowers 
in the autumn. The stigmas of the crocus flowers constitute the commercial 
saffron. The cultivated crocus is a sturdy plant which can be grown under a 
variety of conditions. It has one to three large violet flowers with red to purple 
veins. The long stigmas are orange yellow; when dried they are aromatic. The 
flowers are harvested just before wilting, preferably in the morning. The stigmas 
and the tops of the styles are immediately separated from the flowers by breaking 
the style just below the stigma. The stigmas are dried in hair sieves over charcoal 
stoves to one fifth of their original weight. They are placed in hermetically sealed 
boxes, in layers alternating with sheets of paper. The saffron from the Gâtinais 
was once famous, but most saffron now comes from Spain, Western Asia, and 
the vale of Kashmir. 
Saffron has been used for many purposes. The Romans prepared a perfume 
from it. In early times, the yellow colour of the extract was applied to dresses of 
high ranking people in Greece and Ireland. In DuHamel's time, the colorant was 
highly valued by the painters of miniatures. Miniatures were produced from the 
16th through 19th century. They were small portraits, less than 10 cm diameter, 
painted on ivory with water soluble paint using narrow brushes and a hand lens. 
The colorant was also applied in some liqueurs. Saffron has been used as a spice 
since the Middle Ages ; somewhat bitter and aromatic, it cannot be confused with 
any other spices. It is still used in Provençal fish soup, bouillabaisse, and in some 
recipes for pike. Finally, saffron was used in medicine (Stigmata croci), though it 
seems to have no demonstrated therapeutic value. 
Saffron cultivation had to be abandoned in France (Gâtinais and, later, in the 
Midi) and in England (Saffron Walden, Essex, 16th century), partly because of 
frequent attacks by the fungus Rhizoctonia crocorum. 
THE CAUSAL FUNGUS 
DuHamel's description of the fungus is so vivid that no real doubt remains as 
to its identity. He saw the imperfect state only and called it Tuberoïdes. Persoon 
called it Safrantodes, and also Sclerotium crocorum (1801). De Candolle re-
named the fungus Rhizoctonia crocorum (Pers.) DC. (1815), a name 'authorized' 
by FRIES (1823). Other synonyms are Rhizoctonia violacea Tul. (1851), 
Rhizoctonia asparagi Fuck. (1870), and so on. 
The continuity in the botanical nomenclature, with its descriptions and re-
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visions, and in the phytopathological literature, with its references, permits 
tracing the disease down to recent times. According to PRILLIEUX (1882), L. R. 
Tulasne disclosed some interesting facts about the crocus death. However, 
Tulasne rejected the parasitic nature of the fungus. Small fleshy bodies, not 
unlike perithecia, filled the conical depressions above the stomata of the inner 
surfaces of the bulb scales. Tulasne supposed the fungus killed the crocus by 
interfering with the excretion of saps from the tissues and with the uptake of air 
necessary for life. 
An interesting piece of evidence has been produced by Wakker, the 19th 
century Dutch plant pathologist, who first described a bacterial disease of plants. 
Wakker made an extensive study of the diseases of flower bulbs in the period 
1881 through 1885. He published on Peziza bulborum Wakker, now known as 
Sclerotinia bulborum (Wakker) Rehm (REHM, 1896) on crocus (WAKKER, 
1886). The sclerotia germinate in spring and form Peziza-type apothecia. 
DuHamel, who observed so carefully, would have seen them if they were present. 
Evidently, his disease was not caused by Sclerotinia. WAKKER (1887) wrote : 'As 
is known, the Crocus species that produces saffron, Crocus sativus, suffers in 
France from two diseases, of which the main one, known under the name of la 
Mort, is caused by Rhizoctonia violacea, a subterraneously growing fungus with 
nice dark purple mycelium. Mr. Krelage was so kind to enable me to study this 
disease in the summer of 1885 with authentic examples coming from France. I 
could then convince myself easily that it had nothing to do with our crocus 
disease, which was practically certain beforehand, because the mycelium of 
Rhizoctonia, which is very easy to recognize, is never found with our diseased 
crocus plants. The other disease of Crocus sativus known to me carries the name 
of tacon in France...', and also morve. 
The perfect stage of DuHamel's fungus, first described as Hypochnus pur-
pureus Fr. (1821), and now called Helicobasidium purpureum (PATOUILLARD, 
1885), belongs to the order Auriculariales. 
THE DISEASE 
The soil-borne fungus is quite polyphagous. The host range includes well over 
40 unrelated genera, listed by WOLLENWEBER (1932), VIENNOT-BOURGIN (1949), 
BUTLER & JONES (1955), and others. DuHamel was the first to study the host 
range of the fungus. These diseases are usually called violet root rots. The disease 
on crocus has also been called 'copper web' (GRAM & WEBER, 1952). It causes the 
plants to die in roundish patches, also noted by DuHamel. The soil-borne fungus 
has violet strands of mycelium forming a felted mass on the outer surfaces of the 
dry scales surrounding the corm. On the inner surface are numerous tiny 
sclero'tium-like bodies, first white, then violet, and ultimately brown. From these, 
mycelium grows into the flesh of the corm and destroys it. The fungus has also 
been found in alfalfa, which again wilts in roundish patches. The main roots are 
covered by a dense mat of violet mycelium. From this mycelium, threads and 
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Strands penetrate the soil and infect fresh roots, which then rot away 
(WOLLENWEBER, 1932). 
PRILLIEUX (1891) made a detailed study on the penetration of host plants by the 
fungus into beet and alfalfa roots. He refers to Tulasne, who was struck by the 
small dark hemispherical bodies described variously as périthèces, péridioles, or 
corps miliaires. Prillieux adopted the latter designation, millet-like bodies, for 
what are presently called sclerotia. From the interior of these millet-like bodies 
the finest and least coloured filaments organize themselves. They grow towards 
the root near the millet-like body, and penetrate by pushing aside the suberized 
outer cells of the root. After penetration of the periderm the filaments spread in 
all directions and enter the host cells. 
Survival of the fungus is effected by sclerotia and possibly by resting mycelium 
left behind in the soil after the death of the host tissue. The fungus is a slow 
grower. The disease is favoured by a light soil with a high humidity. The fungus is 
very persistent, due to the long-lived sclerotia and its wide host range. 
Towards the end of the 19th century violet root rot caused a real epidemic on 
alfalfa in meridional and southwestern France. Whole fields perished in two or 
three years. PRUNET (1893) advised the isolation of infested patches of alfalfa by 
means of a ditch, as did DuHamel, but he also recommended chemical control. 
The walls of the ditch were to be powdered with sulphur and the infested patch 
was to be covered with a heavy layer of chalk. In recent times the disease seems to 
have decreased in importance, possibly due to adequate crop rotation and 
improved tillage and drainage. 
S U M M A R Y 
This paper offers a translation in English of DuHamel's 1728 text, published 
in French, on the violet root rot of the saffron crocus {Crocus sativus L.), caused 
by the fungus currently called Helicobasidium purpureum Pat. (imperfect form 
Rhizoctonia crocorum (Pers.) DC). The original text is reproduced. 
The introduction contains some biographical, phytopathological and epidemio-
logical notes. The paper reproduces the earliest experimental study in plant 
pathology presently known, a study which is still up to standards. 
DuHamel gives the first experimental proof that : 
1. a fungus is an independant living entity capable of multiplication, 
2. a fungus can be a parasite living at the expense of its host, 
3. a plant disease can be caused by a parasitic fungus, and 
4. a plant disease can be infectious. 
Key words : 
Saffron, root rot, violet root rot, epidemiology, focus formation, disease con-
trol, cultural control, biological control, heat treatment, host range. 
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SAMENVATTING 
DuHamel's verhandeling uit 1728 over het rhizoctonia rot van de safraan-
crocus: 
'Fysieke verklaring van een ziekte die verscheidene planten in het Gastinois 
te gronde richt, in het bijzonder de safraan\ 
Dit artikel bevat DuHamel's oorspronkelijke franse tekst uit 1728 alsmede een 
vertaling in het engels, voorafgegaan door een inleiding met enkele biogra-
fische, fytopathologische en epidemiologische aantekeningen. De besproken 
ziekte van de safraan-crocus {Crocus sativus L.) wordt veroorzaakt door de 
schimmel Helicobasidium purpureum Pat. (imperfecte vorm Rhizoctonia croco-
rum (Pers.) DC). DuHamel's artikel brengt verslag uit van het oudst bekende 
experimentele onderzoek in de planteziektenkunde, een onderzoek dat voldoet 
aan hedendaagse normen. DuHamel bewijst als eerste dat: 
1. een schimmel een zelfstandig levende eenheid is in staat tot vermenigvuldi-
ging, 
2. een schimmel kan leven als een parasiet ten koste van zijn gastheer, 
3. een planteziekte kan worden veroorzaakt door een parasitaire schimmel, en 
4. een planteziekte besmettelijk kan zijn. 
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N O T E TO T H E R E A D E R 
In the translation some terms have been marked with an asterisk*. Their meaning is given here. 
Saffron 
bistre 




Solanum radice esculenta 
Hièble 




Crocus sativus L. 
a sooty brown colour 
Tuber melanospermum Vitt. 
Corylus avellana L. 
Lathyrus tuberosus L. 
probably a yellow flowered Papilionaceous plant with root 
nodules 
probably the common poatato, Solanum tuberosum L. 
usually translated as elder (Sambucus spp.); here is probably 
meant alder, Alnus glutinosa (L.) Gaertn., which has nitrogen 
fixing root nodules 
Coronilla varia L. (Papilionaceae) 
Ononis spinosa L. (Papilionaceae) 
a Caryophyllaceous plant, probably Stellaria spp. or 
Holosteum spp. 
Senecio spp. 
Words within ( ) have been added for easy reading. 
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T R A N S L A T I O N 
MEMOIRS OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES 
PHYSICAL EXPLANATION 
of a disease that perishes several plants in the Gastinois, and saffron 
in particular. 
By Mr. DU HAMEL 
7 April 1728. 
Nature, prodigal as it is, furnishes us few plants of so wide a usage as saffron*. 
Its flowers are pleasant to see and to smell. Its pistil is considered to be a precious 
thing. It belongs to the spices used in. cooking; it serves the painters of mi-
niatures; it provides the dyers with a very fine colour; the physicians apply it 
quite usefully against various diseases ; its foliage itself and its petals serve, in the 
district where it is cultivated, to make fodder for the animals. 
But resembling in this the most precious plants, this one is tender and delicate, 
and cannot be conserved but by a care proportionate to its usages. 
That is why, regardless of the precaution the inhabitants of the Gastinois take 
for its conservation, it does not cease to be attacked by several diseases, which all 
tend to destroy it. 
Of all those to which this plant is subject, there is none more dangerous, nor 
any more harmful to it than the one which the inhabitants of the district call the 
death. And I was surprised by the damages which this disease causes in the places 
that have the misfortune to be afflicted with it. 
And, actually, who would not be (surprised), seeing that a plant attacked by a 
disease becomes murderous to others of its species? Has anyone until now 
noticed contagious epidemics in plants? That which attacks the bulb of saffron is 
none the less of that nature, because like the pest of animals, it spoils the 
neighbouring bulbs, and soon the limit of the field will feel the effect of the 
contagion if one did not prevent the communication by a deep trench; it is 
essential to make it at the very beginning of spring, because the death, which 
makes much progress in that season, makes hardly any in the others ; a circum-
stance worthy of mention, in the season when the plants would seem to be most 
able to resist the contagion, they succumb to it, and perish in greater number. 
Nothing seemed more interesting to me than to search for the cause of such 
extraordinary facts. Its discovery would be of great use to botany and agricul-
ture, and would serve the conservation of many plants, which, after having 
multiplied for a long time in certain sites, perish there completely without one 
knowing to what to attribute the loss. For that (purpose) I have made several 
observations, the details of which follow. 
My first attention was to consult the authors, to assure myself whether they 
had spoken of this disease, but none seemed to have had knowledge of it. 
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Little satisfied by my readings, I took recourse to those who apply themselves to 
the cultivation of this plant; but what clarification can one draw from people 
whom the most admirable things do not affect, and who, accustomed to see 
wonders, do not give it any attention: Some said to me that the rot and the 
moulding were the cause of that disease, and others, more reasonable, frankly 
confessed to me that they only knew the effect, without ever having thought of 
what to attribute it to. 
After several interviews with those persons, I realised that I had nothing to 
expect but from my (own) researches and I began them by examining the surface 
of the soil in the infected sites. In that examination I discovered neither insects, 
nor plants, nor other particularities which could not be found everywhere else, 
which rendered this process as useless as the foregoing, and decided to have the 
soil opened in order to penetrate to where I had opportunity to judge what was 
the origin of the disorder. I examined it bit by bit as it was dug out, and I arrived 
at the bulbs without observing anything remarkable. I found those which oc-
cupied the centre, those which occupied the middle part and those which were at 
the border limits of the infected site, in three different situations, proportionate 
to the progress which the disease had made on them, and in the state in which I 
will describe them. 
Those from the middle which had been the first attacked,- were completely 
destroyed, their cover of integuments that one knows to be in the saffron, a mass 
of reticulate, very thin membranes lying one on the other and of a fine silvery 
straw colour, could not stand any separation, were wrinkled, withered and of a 
very disagreeable earthy brown. But this was not the only mark of their loss. A 
large quantity of glandlike bodies of a dark red (colour), the majority of the size 
of beans, covered them on the outsie, and these bulbs contained inside but an 
earthy substance, blackish, of the nature ofthat soot that the miniature painters 
call bistre*, except that one could see at the middle of their cavities the skeleton of 
the bulb, or rather its main fibres desiccated and denuded of their fleshy 
substance. 
Those of the centre examined, I passed to those which occupied the middle 
part, which I found in a situation much approaching the first ones, their scales 
were, however, not so faded, and still enclosed some remnants of the bulbs, but 
completely disembodied (if I am allowed to use this term) and completely similar 
to a gruel ; which did me know sufficiently that they would soon be similar to the 
others. I saw the same glandlike bodies which I had remarked, but better fed, and 
fuller with life, and I began to detect in the soil violet threads that formed a kind 
of network. 
The route that I had taken in my observation led me to the bulbs which 
occupied the circumference, and which consequently should be the least da-
maged ones. They, too, were in a state clearly different from that of the first ones. 
The body of the bulbs was hardly changed : some had as the only sign of 
contagion but a few violet threads, which traversed the membranes of the 
integuments : others had on their integuments, or between the scales which form 
them, some small bodies similar to those which I have just discussed, and one did 
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not see yet but some violet flecks on the substance of the bulb. Furthermore, the 
soil was always pervaded by violet threads. 
Finding the glandular bodies and these violet threads only on the infected 
sites, I suspected that they were the cause, or at least the effect of the disease, 
which caused me to consider them with more attention ; I worked to detach them 
from the soil that surrounded them, and I succeeded so well by the use of rinsings, 
that I had the satisfaction to see them in their natural state. 
These glandular bodies are very similar to the Truffle of Mathiole*, in the 
firmness of their flesh as well as their irregular shape. But their surface is hairy 
and of red-brown colour. Their size does not exceed that of a hazelnut*. Their 
taste has something ofthat of the mushroom, and has an earthy aftertaste. Some 
adhere to the scales of the Bulb, and others are two or three inches distant from 
them. 
The threads are usually of the thickness of yarn, of a violet colour, and hairy 
like the glandular bodies. Some stretch from one body to another, and some 
penetrate among the integuments of the saffron bulb, separate into several 
branches and penetrate as far as the body of the bulb without seeming to enter it 
noticeably. They form in that route an infinity of anastomoses and divisions and 
are dotted with numerous little nodes or ganglia, which seem to be nothing else 
than an accumulation of the wool that covers these glandular bodies and these 
threads. 
These observations which I have made in different seasons and in different 
soils, have made me believe that these glandular bodies were a parasitic plant, 
which draws its nutrition from the saffron bulb by means of its threads, which I 
regard as its roots. It vegetates in the way of the truffle, that is to say, that it never 
appears outside, but is born, grows, and multiplies in the interior of the soil, from 
which follows according to my first observation that one sees nothing on the 
surface of the soil to which one could attribute the cause of the disease. 
This plant multiplies by the roots which push out from the new tubercles, rather 
like the Astragalus scandens tuberosa radice*, the Genista Spartium* and the 
Solanum radice esculenta*, etc. It is therefore that, according to the same 
observation, the progress of the disease always assumes the round shape, because 
the plants spread equally in all directions, as can easily be seen in the strawberry 
whose offshoots or runners extend equally to all sides. 
It seems certain that the new plant feeds itself at the expense of the saffron 
bulb, because its roots penetrate its integuments and attach themselves to its 
substance proper which languishes according to the progress which the roots 
make on it, a quality which makes it more parasitic than all others, because these 
types of végétais usually only change the trees and the plants to which they attach 
themselves. If one adds to that that this disease makes nearly all its progress in the 
three months of spring, I do not believe that one could doubt that the new plant is 
the veritable cause, because it is in that season that the roots profit and grow the 
most. 
I have not neglected any of the experiments from which I had reason to expect 
some clarification. Out of those numerous that I have made, and which I do not 
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report, to avoid being too lengthy, here is one which in itself assures me of the 
existence of the plant, of its manner of growth and of its action on the saffron 
bulbs, which is too much my subject not to take few words to tell the story. 
In the month of October 17261 placed tubercles of the death with their soil and 
bulbs of saffron in three pots which I filled with new soil in which there was no 
death, and to ascertain that it damaged only the saffron bulbs, I planted in the 
same ptots bulbs of lily, of daffodil, of tulip, and I have left them in the 
experiment until the month of October of this year ; I considered that by then the 
death must well have multiplied, because according to the nature of its develop-
ment it makes all its progress in the period of the sap. 
This time having passed thus, and at the end of the month of October in 1727,1 
inverted my pots and I saw quantities of new tubercles out of which came many 
violet threads, which intertwined with the roots of lily planted in the same pot. I 
freed them of their soil, and I found several heavily damaged, others completely 
rotten. The body of the lilies seemed to me not yet to have suffered much, but it 
was surrounded by so many threads that it appeared to me quite probable that it 
would soon undergo the same fate as its roots. 
That multiplication of tubercles finally convinced me that they really were a 
plant, and their action on the roots of the lilies caused me to believe that they 
could feed themselves on plants other than the saffron : but the enlightenments 
which I drew from my experiment, far from making an end to my observations, 
engaged me in new researches, for assured on the one hand that it was a plant, it 
seemed to me essential to know if it was in the soil before the saffron, or if it was 
planted there with it. Seeing on the other hand the damaged roots of the lilies, I 
was not allowed to remain in the uncertainty of knowing whether the new plant 
was capable to damage others, or if it could feed itself only on the saffron. 
One profitable procedure does forget a number of useless ones, I experienced 
that truth, when having dug into several fields without finding anything, I 
perceived in a field where there had never been (any) saffron, my contagious 
plant which exercised its tyranny on the roots of the alder*, of the Coronilla 
flore vario *, of the Arreste-BoeuP, and on the bulbs of Muscari. Thus one can be 
assured that this plant comes where there is no saffron, and feeds itself on other 
plants of which it likewise causes the loss, though it had been observed on the 
saffron only, by the considerable damage it causes to those who cultivate it.** 
At first it seemed surprising to me to see the plants which I just mentioned 
perish in the midst of numerous others that had all their foliage, like the 
Morgeline*, the Seneson*, the wheat, the barley and several others, but it was 
not difficult for me to understand that the contagious plant, not coming to the 
surface of the soil, but inhabiting it at half a foot of depth, could not damage those 
that have their roots only at the surface, whereas it causes to perish those which 
throw them deeper. Furthermore, I have remarked that the contagious plant 
damages the saffron only very slightly in the first year that it is planted, and 
consequently cannot do much harm to annual plants. 
** De la Chesnée Monstreul de Caën in the second edition of his Floriste François, page 187, 
mentions a disease of tulips, which by its effects seems to have a similar cause. 
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I believe the cause of the disease of the saffron sufficiently disclosed by the 
existence of the new plant which I have just described : but to what class, to what 
genus to relate that plant? Here is what I think. 
Nearly all the authors who have worked to classify the plants in a methodic 
way, have made a particular class of those that have neither flower nor apparent 
seed, and have given them the name of imperfect plants; except Mr. De 
Tournefort, who, in order to speak more correctly, has qualified this class with 
the heading : Plants of which one does not know the flowers or the fruits. I am quite 
far from believing that these great botanists would have pretended, in establish-
ing that class, to regard the plants that compose it as devoid of parts that are so 
essential to them, they know them too well to ignore that all these plants bear 
flowers and fruits. Mr. De Tournefort, for example, would know better than 
anybody the dust that escapes from the shields of the lychens. The seeds that are 
enclosed in the fruits of several mosses, the grains that one finds on several 
species of mushrooms, and that what Porta has said on the seed of truffles**. But 
our methodical scientist has believed to be able to choose for the establishment 
and distinction of those genera, the parts always visible and easy to observe, so 
that he pays no attention to the grain of the plants that the best microscopes can 
hardly make visible, and keeps himself only to the naturally visible parts for the 
establishment of his classes and his genera. 
It is by following this method that I have believed to place the new plant about 
which it goes in the class of those that I just spoke of, because until now I have not 
been able to detect on it either flower or grain. So it remains to choose in that 
class a genus that could accommodate it. It has no resemblance whatsoever with 
the Lycoperdon, the agarics and the mosses, that which it has to some species of 
Lychen is too imperfect to merit attention. There are but the genera of the 
mushrooms, or of the truffles to which one could relate it. 
Long threads that it grows in the soil, a hairiness that accompanies it every-
where, and even seems to precede her, with small, woolly tubercles produced by 
these threads, made me first inclined to place it in the ranks of the mushrooms : 
but could one dare to count among the species ofthat genus a plant that does not 
come out of the soil ? It seemed to me rather that the solidity of the tubercles, their 
irregular form caused by the different arrangements of the bodies which sur-
round it, combined with its way of vegetating in the interior of the soil without 
appearing at the outside, are qualities which belong to the truffle. 
It is true that there are mushrooms which carry threads at their stalks and 
tubercles that seem to have some relation to those ofthat plant. Steerbeek and 
the Count of Marsilly have made engrave several ofthat kind. But besides that 
these threads and these tubercles are of a thin substance, cottony and clearly 
different from the others, those mushrooms never fail to reproduce themselves on 
the surface of the soil, which differentiates them totally from the new plant, that 
far from appearing at the outside remains enclosed there at a half foot of depth. 
On the other side, the interior colour of its flesh is in summer of a red-brown, 
** In his Phytognomonie, page 367. 
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and in winter of a black, lightly marbled with red, whereas the truffle is white in 
summer and brown marbled with white in winter. The new plant has roots from 
which it draws its nutrition and by means of which it multiplies itself, and the 
truffle is without roots and seems to multiply itself only by the grain that it 
includes internally. Nevertheless, as it has more in common with the truffle than 
with any other plant, I believe that one could give it the name of Tubero'ides. 
Besides these relations, it also resembles the truffle, in that it often includes 
foreign bodies in its substance, like gravel, and sometimes a small clod of 
hardened soil. Thus the story of the governor of Carthagena who, on biting a 
truffle, found a denarius between his teeth, according to the report of Pliny, 
should no longer be evidence against the feeling of those who ascertain the 
vegetation of the truffle. 
The farmer can already realise that in discovering a new plant by my re-
searches, I offer him a new monster to fight, and it is on this point that I base the 
principal utility of this memoir, but maybe this plant would not seem so odious 
when I would introduce it to him as an aid that will work in concert to destroy 
for him from his field the alders, the Cownilla, the Muscari and several other 
plants that often occur in the best fields in so great a quantity that they choke the 
wheat and make it perish. 
Really, would one blame him who, to destroy the ants that are often such a 
nuisance, would raise ant-lions in order to hunt them? 
One could object perhaps, that by this means, I infect the soil with a plant that 
will be very difficult to destroy : but the most useful things ask to be employed 
with discretion. That is why one must not use it but in the fields exclusively 
destined to produce grain, because this plant, as I have already remarked, does 
not cause any damage to those that are annuals, nor to those that have roots only 
at the surface of the soil. At any rate, I suggest this as an idea that occurred to me, 
that I have not yet been able to confirm by experimentation, but that has 
appeared to me to merit some attention. 
If, according to this idea, this plant can be of some use in the grain fields, it 
must, according to my observations, be quite a nuisance in many other places. 
What damage, for example, might it not cause in a flower garden, where in less 
than two years it could destroy a bed of rare and precious plants? How many 
amateurs possibly have abandoned the cultivation of flowers, discouraged by 
seeing them perish notwithstandig their good cares, or at least went to consider-
able costs to remove the soil of their gardens, and to put new (soil) in its place, 
erroneously attributing its bad quality to a disaster of which the new truffle alone 
was the culprit. But the disorders that I attribute to it, as simple suppositions, are 
not so considerable in comparison with those that I have seen it produce on the 
saffron bulbs, where the progress of the blight is so evident, that if one would not 
undertake to remedy it, one would soon see a whole field lost to the point that one 
could no longer plant saffron there, even after twenty years of rest. 
One can hardly be a witness of these blights without seeking a remedy, also 
hardly had I known the Tubero'ides, when I searched for the means to destroy it : 
but I could not yet have that satisfaction, because as it likes mainly stony, dry and 
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arid soils, and is only rarely found in rich and humid soils, ploughing serves more 
to multiply than to destroy it. 
But if one has not the means to get completely rid of it, one has at least 
(something) to protect oneself from its disorders, because its progressing by the 
prolongation of its roots, one must only prevent the communication to safeguard 
the healthy bulbs. To succeed, one must dig away the soil all around down to a 
half-foot depth immediately when one observes the blight, and take care not to 
spread it over the neighbouring bulbs, for fear that the contagion should be 
carried there, burying there the new plant: but one must make a hill of it on the 
very place where the bulbs are spoiled. 
By this means one preserves the bulbs that are not yet damaged, without 
curing those that already are. It is certain that there is no remedy when the 
contagion has penetrated to the core, but the experiment has taught me that by 
undoing the bulbs that are only lightly attacked from their integuments, and by 
exposing them some days to the sun, they become perfectly healthy and grow as 
well as if they had never been affected by the disease. The reason for this seems 
clear to me, in that in peeling them one takes away with the integuments the 
killing threads, and by exposing them to the sun, the remainders of the con-
tagious plant dry up, the wounds heal, from which follows the perfect recovery of 
the bulb. 
EXPLAN A TION OF THE FIRST ILLUSTRA TION, 
Which represents the saffron, or the Crocus sativus that is discussed in this 
memoir. 
A. The bulb covered by its membranous envelopes, reddish in some, and whitish 
in others. 
B. The bulb freed from its coat and cut by half, of which the diameter is about 
one inch, with a fleshy substance, its form flattened at the bottom, and its 
surface surrounded by small circular lines where the membranous envelopes 
are attached. 
C. Membranous sheath that envelopes the leaves of the bulb and the tube of the 
flower until the surface of the soil. 
D. Leaves or fan of the bulb. Their number varies from five to eight, their 
length is one foot by one line of width, on the upper side they are grooved in 
the form of a gutter, of green-brown colour at the margins, and white on the 
vein in the bottom of the gutter. 
E. The open flower, which is a white tube, equal from the bottom to its top, is 
divided into six parts and widens in the form of petals of a linen-grey colour: 
they are about two inches long and nine to ten lines wide. 
F. The whitish anthers (are) half an inch long, carry tops forked at the bottom. 
These tops contain a very fine, yellow powder in capsules. 
G. The embryo is triangular; when the flower has gone, it becomes a capsule 
with three sides divided into three compartments that contain several round 
seeds ; but they usually do not ripen in the Gastinois area. 
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H. The pistil that is attached to the embryo; it is a white and single thread up to 
the height of the anthers, where it becomes yellow and divides most often into 
three ends of a beautiful dark red. They somewhat exceed the length of the 
petals, have the thickness of a thread at the bottom and become wider at the 
top, where they have some very tiny indentations. 
It has to be mentioned that that red part of the pistil is the only one that is used 
in the ragouts, and in medicine, and that serves the dyers. 
EXPLAN A TION OF THE SECOND ILLUSTRA TION, 
Which shows the Tuberoi'des and the way in which it is attached to the bulbs of 
saffron. 
A. The Tuberoides in its natural size, with its violet and hairy roots, by the 
prolongation of which it multiplies. 
B. Small ganglions, or new tubercles that are formed at the extremities and at 
the anastomoses of several roots. 
C. State of the saffron in the centre of the infected places, where nothing remains 
but the scales of the bulb in their usual form, the substance being completely 
consumed by the action of the Tuberoides. 
D. State of the saffron in the middle part, between the centre and the circumfer-
ence, where the tubercles are attached to the scales, and where the roots of the 
Tuberoides penetrate the substance of the bulb, have let him lose his solidness 
and have made him resemble a pulp. 
E. State of the saffron at the circumference where the roots of the Tuberoides 
have only penetrated the scales of the bulb, without having damaged the 
substance. 
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EXPLICATION PHYSIQUE 
D'une maladie qui fait périr plufieurs Plantes dans le 
Gafiinois, éf particulièrement le Safran. 
Par M. D Û H A M E L . 
I A nature toute prodigue qu'elle eft nous fournit peur _ide Plantes d'un auffi grand ufage que le Safran. Ses rieurs 
7
 ' font agréables à la vue & à l'odorat. Son piftile eft confideré 
comme une chofc précieufe. Il entre dans les apprefb de cui-
fïne; il fertaux Peintres en miniature; il fournit aux Tein-
turiers une très belle couleur; les Médecins l'employent très 
utilement dans plufieurs maladies : iâ Fanne même & fes pé-
tales fervent dans le pays où on le cultive, à faire du Fourrage 
pour les beftiaux. 
Mais femblable en cek aux Plantes les plus précieufes, 
celle-ci eft tendre & délicate, & ne peut être confervéë que 
par des foins proportionnés à fes ufoges. 
C'eft pourquoy quelque précaution que les habitans dur 
Gaftinois qui la cultivent prennent pour la confervation, elle 
ne laifTé pas d?étre attaquée de plufieurs maladies, qui toutes 
tendent à la détruire. 
De toutes celles aulquelles cette Plante eft fujette, iï n'y e» 
a point de plus dangereuië, ni qui lui foit plus nuifible que 
celle que les habitans du pays appellent la Mort. Et j'ai été 
jRirpris des defordres que caufe cette maladie dans les endroits 
qui ont le malheur d'en être affligés. 
Et quine le feroit pas en effet, de voir qu'une Plante at-
taquée d'une maladie devient meurtrière des autres de Ion eC-
pece£ En avoit-on jufqu'ici remarqué de contagieufes Epide-
mique* dans les Plantes ? Celle qui attaque l'Oignon du Safran 
eft cependant de cette nature, puifque femblable à la pefte 
des animaux, elle gâte les Oignons voifins, & bientoft 
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l'extrémité du champ fe(entiroitde la contagion û ion nem-
pêchoit la communication par une profonde tranchée qu'il 
eil eflèntitl de faire dès le commencement du Printemps; 
parce que la Mort qui feit beaucoup tie progrès dans cette 
lâifon, n'en fait prefque point dans les autres; circonftance 
digne de remarque, dans la Mon où les-Plantes paroiflènt le 
plus en e'tat de réfifter à là contagion, elles y fiiccornbent, & 
périiïent en plus grand nombre. 
Rien ne me parut û intéreiïànt que de rechercher la cau-
iè de faits û extraordinaires. Sa découverte feroit d'une gran-
de utilité pour la Botanique & pour l'Agriculture, & fervi-
roit à la confêrvatîon de plufieurs Plantes, qui après s'être 
long-temps multipliées dans quelques endroits y périflent 
entièrement (ans qu'on fçache à quoi en attribuer la perte. 
J'ai fait pour cela plufieurs obfêrvations, dont voici le détail. 
Ma première attention fut deconfulter les Auteurs, pour 
m'affûrer s'ils avoient parlé de cette maladie, mais aucun ne 
m'a paru en avoir eu connoifîânce. 
Peu latisfait de mes lectures, j'eus recours à ceux qui sap* 
pliqucnt à la culture de cette Plante; mais quel éclairciflê-
ment peut-on tirer degens que les choies les plus admirables 
ne touchent point, & qui accoutumés à voir des prodiges, 
n'y font aucune attention : Les uns me dirent que la pourri-
ture & la moififfure étoient la caufë de cette maladie, & les 
autres plus iènfés m'avouèrent ingenüement qu'ils ne con-
nouToicnt que l'effet, fans avoir jamais penfë à quoy l'at-
tribuer. 
Après plufieurs entretiens avec ces personnes, je reconnus 
que je n'avois rien à efperer que de mes recherches, & je les 
commençai, par examiner la îuperficie de la terre dans les en-
droits infcélés. Je ne découvris dans cet examen ni inlêétes, 
ni plantes, ni autres particularitez qui ne lé-trouvaient par 
tout ailleurs, ce qui rendit ce procédé aufîï inutile que les pre* 
cedens, & me détermina à faire ouvrir la terre pour pénétrer 
julqu'où j'avois lieu de juger qu'étoit l'origine du mal. Je 
tféxaminois à mefure qu'on la foüilloit, & j'arrivai aux 
Niij 
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Oignons fans rien apercevoir de remarquable. Je trouvai 
ceux qui occupoient le centre, ceux de la partie moyenne, 8ç 
ceux qui étoient aux extrémités de l'endroit infecté, dans trois 
fituations différentes, à proportion du progrès que la maladie 
avoit fait fur eux, & dans l'état que je vais les reprefënter. 
Ceux du milieu qui avoient été les premiers attaqués, 
étoient entièrement détruits, leur robe ou téguments que l'on 
fçait être dans le Safran, un amas de membranes réticulaires 
fort minces couchées les unes fur les autres & d'un beau cou-
leur de paille argentin, ne pouvoient fouffrir aucune divi-
fion, étoient ridés, fanés, & d'un brun terreux fort désagréa-
ble. Mais ce n'étoit pas la feule marque de leur perte. Une 
grande quantité de corps glanduleux d'un rouge foncé, gros 
la plufpart comme des Fèves, les couvroient extérieurement, 
& ces Oignons ne contenoient intérieurement qu'une fub-
fiance terreufê, noirâtre, de la nature de cette fùye que les 
Peintres en miniature appellent Biflre, excepté que dans le 
milieu de leurs cavitez on voyoit dans la plufpart le fquelete 
de l'Oignon, ou plutôt fès principales fibres deflèchées & 
dénuées de leur fubftance charnue. 
Ceux du centre examinés, je paffai à ceux qui occupoient 
la partie moyenne, que je trouvai dans une fituation fort ap-
prochante des premiers, leurs téguments n'étoient cependant. 
pas fi flétris, & renfermoient encore quelques débris de l'Oi-
gnon , mais entièrement decorporés, ( s'il m'eft permis de me 
fèrvir de ce terme) & tout-à-fait femblablesà de la bouillie; 
ce qui me faifbit ailes connoître que bientoft ils fèroient fèm-
Jblables aux autres. J'y vis les mêmes corps glanduleux que 
j'avois remarqués, mais mieux nourris, & plus pleins de vie, 
& je commençai à découvrir dans la terre des filets violets 
qui formoient une efpéce de refèau. 
La route que j'avois prifè dans mon obfèrvation me con-
duifit aux Oignons qui occupoient la circonférence, & qui 
par confèquent dévoient eftre les moins endommagés. Aufïi 
itoient-iis dans un état bien différent de celui des premiers. 
Le corps des Oignons n etoit prefque point altéré : les uns 
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n'avoient pour toute marque de contagion que quelques fi-
lets violets, qui traverfoient les membranes de leurs tégu-
ments : les autres avoient fur leurs téguments, ou entre les 
kmes qui les forment, quelques petits corps femblables à ceux 
dont je viens de parler, & on ne voyoit encore que quelques 
taches violettes fur la fubftance de l'Oignon, Au reftela terre 
étoit toujours traverfee de filets violets. 
Ne trouvant que dans les endroits infeéîés ces corps glan-
duleux & ces filets violets, je fbupçonnai qu'ils étoient la cau-
fê, ou du moins l'effet de la maladie, ce qui m'engagea à les 
confiderer avec plus d'attention ; je travaillai à ies détacher de 
la terre qui les environnoit, & j'y réuffis fi bien par fe 
moyen des lotions, que j'eus la fàtisraclion de les voir en leur 
état naturel. 
Ces corps glanduleux font fort femblables à la Truffe de 
Mathiole, tant par la fblidité de leur chair, que par leur figure 
irreguliere. Mais la fîiperficie en eft velue & de couleur rou-
ge-brun. Leur grofïèur n'excède pas celle d'une Aveline. Leur 
gouft tient de celui du Champignon, 6c a un retour terreux. 
Les uns font adhérants aux téguments de l'Oignon, & ies au-
tres en font éloignez de deux à trois pouces. 
Les filets font ordinairement de la grofîèur d'un fil, de 
couleur violette, 6c velue comme les corps glanduleux. Quel-
ques-uns s'étendent d'un corps à un autre, & quelques-uns 
vont s'inférer entre les téguments de l'Oignon de Safran, fê 
partagent en plufieurs ramifications, & pénétrent jufqu'au 
corps du Bulbe fans paroître fenfiblemcnt y entrer. lis for-
ment dans cette route une infinité d'anafbmofes & de divi-
sions , & font parfëmés de quantité de petits noeuds ou gan-
glions , qui ne paroifïcnt autre chofe qu'un amas de la laine 
qui couvre ces corps glanduleux & ces filets. 
Ces obfèrvations que j'ai faites en différentes fâïfbns & 
dans différentes terres, m'ont fait juger que ces corps glan-
duleux étoient une Plante parafste, qui tire fà nourriture de 
l'Oignon du Safran parle moyen de fes filets, que je regarde 
comme fes racines. Elle végète à la maniere de U Truffe» 
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c eft-à-dire, quelle ne paroît point au dehors, muis nan% 
croît, & fe multiplie dans l'intérieur de ia terre, d'où vient 
iuivant ma premiere observation qu'on ne voit rien fur Sa 
Superficie de ia terre à quoi on puiflè attribuer la caufe delà 
maladie. 
Cette Plante fe multiplie par les Tacines qui pouffent de 
nouveaux Tubercules, à peu près comme YAßragalus fcan-
alms tüberoß. radke, le Genifia Spartium, & le Solanum raJice 
tfcukatâ, &£. C'eft pour cela que, fuivant la même obferva-
tion, le progrès de la maladie affecte toujours la figure ron-
de, parce que les Plantes qui tracent pouffent également en 
tout fens, comme il eft aifë de le voir dans le Fraifier dont 
les irainafîbs ou fléaux s'étendent également de tous côtés. 
Il paraît certain que la nouvelle Plante fe nourrit aux dé-
pens de l'Oignon du Safran, puifque fes racines pénétrent 
its téguments, & s'attachent à fa propre fùbftance qui dé-
périt à proportion du progrès que les racines font fur elle, 
qualité qui la rend plus parafite que toutes autres, puisque 
«es fortes de végétaux ne font ordinairement qu'altérer les 
arbres & les Plantes aufquelles ils s'attachent. Si l'on joint à 
cela que cette maladie fait prefque tout fon progrès dans les 
trois mois du Printemps, je ne crois pas qu'on puiflè douter 
<jue la nouvelle Plante n'en foit la véritable caufe, puifque 
ceft en cette faifon que les racines profitent & s'étendent ie 
plus. 
Je m'ai négligé aucune des expériences dont j'avois lieu 
d efperer quelque éclairciflèment. Dans Je nombre de celles 
<|oe j'ai faites, & que je ne rapporte point, pour éviter d'être 
trop long, en voici une qui feule m'aiïûre de l'exiftence de 
la Plante, de fa maniere de végéter, 8c de fem action fur les 
Oignons de Safran, ce qui eft trop de mon fùjet pour n'en 
pas faire le récit en peu de mots. 
Je mis dans le mois d'Octobre ij%6 des Tubercules de 
Mort avec leur terre & des Oignons de Safran, dans trois 
pots que je remplis d'une terre neuve où il n'y avoit point 
4e Mm, & pouaria'aflurer fi eue n'endommageoit que les 
Oignon 
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Oignons Je Safran, je piantai dans ces mêmes pots des Oi-
gnons de Lis , de Narcifiè, de Tulipe, & ks ai laifîes en 
experience jufqu'au mois d'Octobre de cette année; je jugeai 
bien qu'alors la Mort devoit s'y être multipliée, parce que fui-
vant ibrdre de fà végétation, elle fait tout fbn progrès dans le 
temps de ia fève. 
Ce temps donc étant pafïe, & fur la fin du mois d'Oélobre 
de 17 27 je renverfai mes pots, & je vis quantité de nouveaux 
Tubercules dont il fôrtoit beaucoup de filets violets, qui sen-
trelaffoicnt avec les racines de Lis plantés dans le même pot. 
Je les dégageai de leur terre, & j'en trouvai plufieurs fort en-
dommagées, d'autres entièrement pourries. Le corps des Lis 
ne me parut pas avoir encore beaucoup fouflèrt, mais il étoit 
environné de tant de filets qu'il me paroifibit fort probable 
que dans peu il auroit ie même fort que fes racines. 
Cette multiplication de Tubercules acheva de me con-
vaincre qu'ils étoient véritablement une plante, & leur action 
fur les racines des Lis me donna lieu de croire qu'ils fe pou-
voient nourrir d'autres Plantes que du Safran : mais les lu-
mières que je tirai de mon experience, bien' loin de mettre 
fin à mes obfervations, m'engagèrent à de nouvelles recher-
ches, car afluré d'un côté que cetoit une Plante, il me pa-
roifibit efïèntiel de fçavoir fi elle étoit dans la terre avant le 
Safran, ou fi elle ne s'y plantoit qu'avec lui. Voyant d'un 
autre côté ks racines des Lis endommagées, il ne m'étoit pas 
permis de refter dans l'incertitude de içavoir fi la Plante nou-
velle étoit capable de nuire à d'autres, ou* fi elle ne pouvoit 
fe nourrir que du Safran. 
Un procédé avantageux en fait oublier un nombre d'inu-
tiles, j'éprouvai cette vérité, lors qu'après avoir fouillé plu-
fieurs champs fans rien trouver, j'apperçûs dans une terre où 
il n'y avoit jamais eu de Safran, ma Plante contagieufê 
qui exerçoit fa tyrannie fur les racines de l'Hieble, du Coro-
nilla flore vario, del'Arrefle-Bceuf, & fur les Oignons du 
Mufcari. Ainfi on peut eftre affûré que cette Plante vient o i 
il n'y a point de Safran, & fe nourrît d'autres .Plantes dont 
Ahm. 172S. O 
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elle caufè également la perte, quoiqu'on ne l'ait remarquée 
que fur le Safran, par ie dommage considerable qu'eHe caufê 
à ceux qui le cultivent. * 
11 me parut d'abord furprenant de voir les Pkntes que je 
viens de nommer périr au milieu de quantité d'autres qui 
avoient toute leur verdeur, comme la Morgejine, ie Séne-
çon, le Bled, l'Orge, & plufieurs autres, mais il ne me fut 
pas difficile de concevoir que la Plante contagieufè ne venant 
point fur la fuperficie de la terre, mais que l'occupant à demi-
pied de profondeur, elle ne pouvoit endommager celles qui 
n'ont leurs racines que fur la fuperficie, pendant qu'elle fait 
périr celles qui en jettent de plus profondes. Et de plus j'ai 
remarqué que la Plante contagieufè n'endommage que très 
peu le Safran la première année qu'il eft planté, & par confis-
quent ne peut faire un tort confidérable aux Plantes annuelles« 
Je crois la caufè de la maladie du Safran fuffifâmment dé-
couverte par l'éxiftence de la nouvelle Plante dont je viens 
de donner la description: mais à quelle Clafîè, à quel genre 
rapporter cette Plante? Voici ce que j'en penfè. 
Prcfque tous les Auteurs qui ont travaillé à ranger les 
Plantes fous un ordre méthodique, ont fait une Claflè par-
ticuliere de celles qui n'ont ni fleur,« ni graine apparentes, & 
leur ont donné le nom de Plantes imparfaites; excepté M. de 
Tournefort,qui pour parler plus correctement a qualifié cette 
Claflè du titre : des Plantes dont on ne connaît m les fleurs tri les 
fruits» Je fuis bien éloigné de croire que ces grands Bota-
nifles ayent prétendu, en établirent cette Claflè, regarder 
les Plantes qui la compofènt comme privées de parties qui 
leur font fi efîèntîelles, ils les connoifîbient trop pour igno-
rer que toutes ces Plantes portent fleurs & fruits. M. deTour-
nefort, par exemple, connoifîbit mieux que. perfbnne la 
pouffiere qui échappe des Ecufïbns des Lychetu Les fèmen-
ces qui font renfermées dans les fruits de plufieurs Moufles, 
* De Fa Chefnée Monftreuf de Caên dans fa féconde, édition de fon FforHte 
François* page J 8 7 . fait mention d'une maladie des Tulipes, fui par (es effet» jwroît avoir une caufe femblabie. 
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Les grains que ion trouve fur plusieurs efpecesde Champi-
gnons , & ce que Porta a dit de la fèmence des Truffés *. 
.Mais nôtre fçavant methodifte a cru pouvoir choifir pour éta-
blir & diftinguer fès genres, les parties toujours fènfîbfes & 
aifées à appercevoir, de forte qu'il conte pour rien la graine des 
Plantes que les meilleurs Microfcopes peuvent à peine rendre 
fênfibie, & s'arrête feulement aux parties naturellement vifî-
bles pour établir fes Clafîês & fes genres. 
C eft en fuivant cette methode que j'ai crû devoir placer h 
Plante nouvelle dont il s agit dans la Clane de celles dont je 
viens de parier, parce que je n'ai pu jofqu'à prefènt découvrir 
fur elle ni fleur ni graine. Il reftedoncà choifir dans cetteClaflê 
un genre qui puifle luy convenir. Elle n'a aucune reflèm-
biance avec ie Lycopetdon, les Agarics & les Moufles, celle 
qu'elle a avec quelques efpeces de Lychm eft trop imparfaite 
pour mériter qu'on y fane attention. Il n'y a que les genres 
des Champignons, ou des Truffes aufqueb on pourrait la rap-
porter. 
De longs filets qu'elle poufle dans la terre, un velu qui l'ac-
compagne par-tout, & paroît même la précéder, avec de petits 
Tubercules lanugineux produits par ces filets, me faifoient 
d'abord incliner à la mettre au nombre des Champignons :mais 
oferoit-on conter parmi les efpeces de ce genre une Plante 
qui ne fort point de terre? II me paroîtroit plutôt que la fc-
lidité des Tubercules, leur figure irreguliere eau lee par ie dif-
ferent arrangement des corps qui l'environnent, jointe à leur 
manierede végéter dans l'intérieur de la terre fans paraître au 
dehors, font des qualitcz qui appartiennent à la Truffe. 
Il eft vrai qu'il y a des Champignons qui portent à leur 
pédicule des filets & des Tubercules qui fèmblent avoir quel-
que rapport à ceux de cette Plante. Steerbeek & M. le 
Comte de Marfilly en ont fait graver pïufieurs de cette efpe-
ce. Mais outre que ces filets & ces Tubercules font d'une fub-
ftance rare, cotoneulè, & bien differente des autres, ces Cham-
pignons ne manquent jamab de fê produire fur la fuperficie 
* Dans fa PhytogmmmU, pag. 367. 
Oij 
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de la terre, ce qui les différencie totalement de la nouvelle 
Plante, qui bien loin de paroître au dehors y demeure renfer-
mée à demi-pied de profondeur. 
D'un autre côté, la couleur intérieure de fà chair, eft en 
edé d'un rouge-brun, & en hyver d'un noir légèrement 
marbré de rouge, au lieu que la Truffe eft blanche enefté, 
& brune marbrée de blanc en hyver. La nouvelle Plante 
a des racines dont elle tire fâ nourriture, & par le moyen 
defquelles elle fe multiplie, & la Truffe efl fans racines,& 
paroît ne fè multiplier que par la graine qu'elle renferme in-
térieurement. Cependant comme elle a plus de rapport à ia 
Truffe qua toute autre Plante, je crois qu'on pourrait Juy 
donner le nom de Tuberduks. 
Outre ces rapports, elle eft encore fcmblable à ia Truffe, 
en ce qu elle renferme fouvent dans fa fubftance des corps 
étrangers, comme des graviers, & quelquefois des petites 
mottes de terre endurcie. Ainfi l'Hiftoire du Gouverneur 
de Carthagéne qui, en mordant une Truffe, trouva fous 
les dents un denier, fuivant Je rapport de Pline, ne fera plus 
une preuve contre le fèmimcnt de ceux qui affûtent la végé-
tation de la Truffe. 
Le Laboureur peut déjà s'appercevoir qu'en découvrant 
par mes recherches une nouvelle Plante, je lui offre un nou-
veau monftre à combattre, & c'eft en ce point que je fais 
confifter la principale utilité de ce Mémoire, mais cette Plante 
ne lui paroîtra peut-être pas û odieufe, lorfque je la lui propo-
ferai comme un aide qui travaillera de concert avec pour lui 
détruire de fön champ les Hyebles, les Coronilla, le Mufcari, 
& plufieurs autres Plantes qui viennent fouvent dans les meil-
leures terres en fi grande quantité quelles étouffent le Bled, 
& le font périr. 
En effet, blâmeroit-on celui qui pour détruire les Four-
mis fouvent û incommodes, éleveroit des Formkakons pour 
leur faire ia chafîèî 
On m'objeclera peut-être, que par ce moyen, j'infecte h 
terre d'une Plante qu'il iêra fort difficile de détruire : mais les 
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chofès les plus utiles demandent à être employées avec dis-
cernement. Cdï pourquoi ii ne faut s'en fervir que dans le« 
terres purement dcûinées à faire venir du grain, parce que 
cette Plante, comme je l'ai dé/a remarqué, ne taule aucun 
dommage à celles qui font annuelles, ni à celles qui n'ont 
leurs racines que fur la fuperficie de la terre. Au refle je pro-
pose ceci comme une idée qui m'eft venue, que je n'ai pu 
encore confirmer par l'expérience, mais qui m'a paru mériter 
quelque attention. 
Si fuivant cette idée cette Plante peut être de quelque utilité 
dans les terres à grain, elle doit, fuivant mes obfervations, èW 
bien incommode dans quantité d'autres endroits. Quel de-
gaft, par exemple , ne caufêroit-elle pas dans un Jardin de 
fleurs, où en moins de deux ans elle peut détruire une plan« 
che entière de plantes rares & précieufës ? Combien de cu-
rieux ont peut-être abandonné la culture des fleurs rebutés 
de les voir périr malgré tons leurs foias, ou du moins ft font 
engagés en des frais considérables pour ôter la terre de leurs 
Jardins, & en meure de nouvelle à la place, attribuant mai 
à propos à là mauvaife qualité un délâftre dont la nouvelle 
Truffe eftoit feule coupable l Mais ces defordres que je lui 
attribue, fous de fimple* foupçorrs, font peu considerable* 
en comparaifbn de ceux que je l'ai vu produire Jfù# les 
Oignons de Safran, où le progrès du mal eft û fenfible, que 
fi l'on ne prenoit foi« d'y remédier, on verroit bientôt tout 
un Champ perdu au point de n'y pouvoir plus mettre de 
Safran, même après vingt ans de repos. 
On ne peut guéres être témoin de ces maux» fins en cher-
cher le remede,auffi à peine eus-je connu \tTuheroides, que 
je cherchai les moyens de le détruire : mais je n'ai pu encore 
avoir cette fâtisfàc"hon, parce que comme H ft plaît princi-
palement dans les terres gravelcufès, ftches & arides, & qu'il 
ne fe trouve que rarement dans les terres grades & humides
 t 
les labours fervent plutôt à le multiplier qu'à le détruire. 
Mais û l'on n'a pas de moyens pour s'en débarrafTèr tota-
lement, du moins en a-1-on pour ië mettre à l'abri de les. 
P ii] 
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defordres, car fon progrès fe faifant par l'allongement des 
racines, il ne faut pour garantir les Oignons fâins qu'empêcher 
la communication. Pour y réuffir, fitôt qu'on s apperçoit du 
mal, il faut cerner la terre à un demi-pied de profondeur, & 
fe garder de la répandre fur les Oignons voifms, de peur d'y 
porter la contagion, en y enterrant la nouvelle Plante : mais 
il faut en former une butte fur la place même où les Oignons 
font gâtés. 
Par ce moyen on prefèrve les Oignons qui ne fönt point 
encore endommagés, fans guérir ceux qui le font déjà. II 
eft certain qu'il n'y a pas de remede lorfque la contagion 
eft parvenue jufqu'au cœur, mais l'expérience m'a fait con-
noître qu'en dépouillant de leurs téguments les Oignons qui 
ne font que légèrement attaqués, & les expofânt quelques 
jours au Soleil, ils deviennent parfaitement fàins, & pouf-
font auffi-bien que s'ils n'eufïênt jamais été atteints de la 
maladie. La raifon m'en paroît claire, en les dépouillant on 
emporte avec les téguments les filets morbifiques, & en les 
expofânt au Soleil, les refies de la Plante jontagieufè fe defïè-
chent, les playes fè ckatrifènt, d'où s'enfuit la parfaite guéri-
fon de l'Oignon. 
f
 E X P L I C A T I O N D E L A P R E M I È R E F I G U R E , 
Qui reprefente le Safran, ou le Crocus fàtivus, C. B. P. 
dont il eß parlé dans le Mémoire. 
A. L'Oignon recouvert de fès enveloppes membraneufés, 
rouflatres dans quelques-uns, & blancheâtres dans 
quelques autres. 
B. L'Oignon dépouillé de fà robbe & coupé par moitié 
dont le diamètre eft d'environ un pouce, a la fub-
flance charnue, fà figure applatie par defîbus, & fà 
fûperflcie environnée de petites lignes circulaires où 
s'attachent les enveloppes membraneufés. 
C. Gaine membraneufë qui renferme les feuilles de l'Oignon 
& le tuyau de la fleur jufqu a la fuperflcie de la terre. 
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D, Ft utiles, ou fànne de l'Oignon. Leur nombre varie de-
puis cinq jufqu'à huit, leur longueur eft d'un pied fur 
une ligne de large, elles font canelées en forme de goù-
tiére pardeflus, de couleur verd-brunpar les bords, & 
blanches fur la nervure dans ie fond de la goutiére. 
E. La fleur épanouie, qui eft un tuyau blanct égal depuis.ïa 
bafe julque vers Ion fbmmet, fe divifè en foc parties, 
& s evafè en forme de pétales de couleur gris de lin : 
Elles ont environ deux pouces de longueur fur neuf 
à dix lignes de largeur. 
'F. Les Examines blancheâtres longues de demi-pouce, qui 
fôûtiennent des fbmmets fourchus par le bas. Ces fom-
mets portent dans des capfuies une pouffiére jaune 
très fine. 
G* L'cmbry o n qui eft triangulaire ; il devient, lorfque la fleur 
eft paiïée, une capfule à trois faces divifëe en trois lo-
ges qui renferment plulieurs femences rondes; mais 
elles ne meuriflènt pas ordinairement dans le Gafti-
nois. 
ƒ/. Le Piftile qui prend fön attache fur l'embryon; ceft un filet 
blanc & unique fuicju a la hauteur des Eftamines, oà 
il devient jaune, & iè divife le plus fbuvent en trois 
brins d'un beau rouge foncé. Ils excédent un peu la 
longueur des pétales, font de la grofTeur d'un fil parens 
bas, & deviennent plus larges par le haut, où ils ont 
quelques crénelures très fines. 
Il eft à remarquer que cette partie rouge du piftile eft ïa 
feule qui s'employe dans les Ragoufts, & en Médecine, & qui 
fcrve aux Teinturiers, 
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E X P L I C A T I O N DE LÀ SECONDE F I G U R E , 
Qui reprêfeme le Tuberoïdes & la maniere dont it s'at-
tache fur les Oiffions du Safran. 
A. lut Tuberdides dans fâ groflêur naturelle, avec Ces racines 
violettes & velues, par l'allongement defquelies il fê 
multiplie. 
'B. Petits Gaglions, ou nouveaux Tubercules qui fe for-
ment aux extrémités & aux -anaftomofes de plusieurs 
racines. 
C. Etat du Safran dans le centre des places infeclées, où il 
ne refte plus que les téguments de l'Oignon dans leur 
forme ordinaire, la fubflance étant entièrement con-
fomraée par l'aclion du Tuberdides. 
D. Etat du Safran dans la partie moyenne, entre le centre 
& h circonférence, où les Tubercules font attaches 
for les téguments , & où les racines du Tuberdides 
pénétrent la fubflance de l'Oignon, lui ont fait perdre 
k fbüdité, & lont rendu fembiable à de la bouillie. 
'M, Etat du Safran à la circonférence où les racines du Tu-
berdides n'ont encore pénétré que les téguments de 
l'Oignon, uns avoir endommagé h fubflance. 
TROISIEME 
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